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Abstract 

 

This paper firstly deals with the evolution of the literature on fertility and mortality growth rates 

and secondly discusses the extent to which both fertility and mortality affect the population growth 

rate as an endogenous variable. We develop an economic growth model using an infinite horizon 

setup in which economic development and health status influence the population growth rate. 

Mortality depends on health expenditure and fertility is endogenously determined. Each genera-

tion of family is linked altruistically and adults within each household take into account the wel-

fare and resources of their actual and future descendants. The current generation maximizes utili-

ty and incorporates a budget constraint over an infinite horizon. Their decisions determine not al-

so the evolution of the population growth rate but even the evolution of the per capita income. 

 

 

1.0  Introduction 

 

he effects of economic factors on fertility and mortality were a central element in development for Malthus 

(1798). Other economists such as Adam Smith (1776), Schumpeter (1954) and David Hume (Rostow, 

1990) also discussed the link between population and subsistence resources. According to their predictions, 

rising prosperity would yield a greater increase in population growth until a food supply limit was reached. Al-

though the findings of empirical studies do not support the “Malthusian paradigm” (Kremer, 1993, page 158) its im-

pact meant that population began to be treated as an endogenous element derived from economic and social condi-

tions.  

 

This work is restricted to studies which are related to the problem of population and growth. We analyze 

the evolution of fertility and mortality rates and other important facets of population growth literature. It can be ob-

served that the changes in reproductive behavior, which occur during the economic development process are strong-

ly linked to the transformation of traditional agricultural economies with rudimentary technology, into modern so-

cieties. Before this transition takes place fertility rates are high and the use of contraception is virtually absent. Con-

versely, the vast majority of couples in developed societies limit their family size, which evolves according to the al-

truism of parents. 

 

There are several factors that have crucial effects on fertility levels and their trends. Several authors have 

studied the relationship between fertility, population and economic growth and its consequences for development 

and well-being. Recent literature considers the mortality rate as an endogenous variable that depends fundamentally 

on health care. A genuine understanding of the economic growth process should contemplate the extent to which 

fertility and mortality affect the population growth rate, when considered as endogenous variables related to the so-

cio-economic process. 

 

This paper is organized into five sections. In the following section we briefly discuss previous results on 

fertility models. Section three discusses the results obtained by different authors taking into account mortality rates, 

health  status and  economic growth.  In section  four we  present the  an infinite  horizon model  in which  economic  
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development and health status influence  the population  growth  rate through heir  impact on  fertility and  mortality 

rates. Our concluding remarks are given in the last section. 

 

2.0  The Role Of Fertility Models And Child Rearing Costs 

 

Prior to the 50s, apart from the Malthusian theory of population change, economists paid scarce attention to 

questions related to family and its consequences for fertility and the economic development process. Firstly Long 

(1958) and later Mincer (1962), argued that the participation of married women in the labor force is determined not 

only by their potential earnings, but also by their husbands’ earnings, the number of children they have and other 

family characteristics.  

 

A modern economic analysis of fertility began to replace the Malthusian analysis, and the parental demand 

for children has been shown to depend on family income, how parents value their time and the “quality” of children 

(Becker, 1960; Easterlin, 1968). Alternatively, several researchers looked at human capital investment, taking into 

account the relationship between parental investment in their children’s education and the children’s productivity 

(Schultz, 1963; Becker, 1994). 

 

Following the work of Becker (1960) in which he analyses the behavior of demographic and economic 

changes in developed countries and the role of fertility, several authors have studied the feedback between popula-

tion growth and development. Economists generally assume that there are two basic reasons to have children: the 

provision of material benefits to the family unit, and the consideration of children as pure “consumption goods” 

which implies the pleasure parents derive from their children’s existence. In both cases the specifications which are 

used can be viewed as an expression of parents’ altruism. The material benefits of having children might include the 

contribution of labor services to a family business or even in looking after parents in their old age. We therefore re-

view the studies that have attempted to determine the extent to which these affect fertility rates and what this implies 

for population levels and growth.  

 

The hypothesis which puts forward exogenous population growth as inherent in the neoclassical models, 

which neglect interactions between the economic growth process and demographic trends is clearly unsatisfactory. 

These models are unable to capture the observable diversity of population growth through the variance in the be-

havior of fertility and mortality rates among different countries. The neoclassical model offers a comprehensive, ri-

gorous treatment of population and income variables, although per capita income growth is exogenously determined. 

Endogenous population growth literature has progressed along two basic theoretical lines of research. On the one 

hand, we find those studies that follow the neoclassical growth model where the economic growth rate is exogenous-

ly determined and, on the other those models based on endogenous economic growth.  

 

The neoclassical model offers a comprehensive, rigorous treatment of population and income variables, al-

though per capita income growth is exogenously determined. The analysis of endogenous population growth along 

with the analysis of several economic factors in different static and dynamic environments yields distinct results. In 

the literature of population and growth we can highlight the importance of certain factors like the quantity and quali-

ty of children and the effects of the social security system, and the role of intergenerational transfers. These factors 

are considered in either endogenous or exogenous economic growth research.  

 

The first systematic analysis of the interaction between quantity and quality of children is offered in Becker 

and Lewis (1973). This is a static model, which stresses the role played by the desired human capital of children. 

The model therefore, does not allow us to analyze the dynamic aspects of the interaction between quantity and quali-

ty of children. Parents maximize a utility function where both quantity and quality enter as distinct elements, which 

are subject to a specific budget constraint. The model offers s simple explanation for the observation that when in-

come increases the fertility rate decreases. The income elasticity of demand for quality is higher than that for quanti-

ty.  Thus, when income increases the shadow price of quantity increases more than the shadow price of quality. 

 

 

The work of Eckstein and Wolpin (1985) focuses on the role of the stock of human capital of working 
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adults instead of stressing the role of desired human capital of children. The cost of children is a function of parents’ 

income, which affects the cost of child rearing. They assume that per capita income is a function of human capital 

accumulation, and that they are positively correlated. In their model the fertility rate first rises and then falls, thus 

explaining a basic feature of the demographic transition. We may consider the models of Becker and Barro (1988) 

and Barro and Sala (1995) as extensions of the previous two models. Although Barro and Sala (1995) use a conti-

nuous time approach and Becker and Barro (1988) use an overlapping generations framework in two time periods, 

the general results are quite similar. Parental decisions about numbers of children are made jointly along with choic-

es about consumption and intergenerational transfers. The choice of the number of children interacts with the deter-

mination of their quality, which depends on consumption and the quantity of capital stock allocated to each person. 

The fertility rate depends on the marginal utility attached to children, which diminishes with their number. 

 

Intergenerational transfers and more specifically the social security system have potentially important im-

plications for fertility behavior. Leibenstein (1963) was one of the firsts to argue that social security policies may re-

duce fertility. Weight was given to this assumption by various studies, some of which we highlight here. Nugent and 

Gillapsy (1983) and later Entwisle and Winegarden (1984) carry out similar empirical studies based on a cross-

section analysis of groups of less developed countries. They also obtained similar results. Changes in the fertility 

rates are negatively related to the social security proxy variable, after controlling for other explanatory variables. 

 

For Cadwell (1976; 1982) in any society and at any stage of economic development the fertility rate is fun-

damentally determined by the direction of the intergenerational flow of wealth. In the less developed societies child-

ren contribute to their parents’ wealth, while in developed societies it is the parents who leave bequests or invest in 

children’s human capital. This process increases the cost of having children and consequently decreases the fertility 

rate. 

 

A different approach is considered by Willis (1989). In order to analyze the role of old-age security on fer-

tility he considers the existence of uncertainty with respect to one’s longevity and imperfect annuity markets. He 

concludes that within this context fertility increases in comparison to a perfect market situation. Cigno and Rosati 

(1992) develop a three-stage finite horizon model in order to analyze the effect of social security on fertility. They 

compare the strength of parents’ self interest and the intergenerational altruism through the impact of the social se-

curity system. The model considers that young working parents support their parents and “lend” resources to their 

children at a given interest rate, and then collect on these loans for old-age support, so children’s utility is specified 

as a part of the parents’ utility. Using Italian time series data they present three sets of results that depend on the rel-

ative strength of the selfish old-age security motive and the intergenerational altruism motive. Ehrlich and Lui 

(1991) realize a cross-section analysis for 65 countries, which includes both poor and rich countries. They find that, 

after controlling for GDP and measurements of both young-age and old-age longevity, social security benefits as a 

percentage of GDP in 1960 had a significant negative impact on the birth rate in 1965 and on the total fertility rate in 

1975 in poor countries. For relatively rich countries however, they do not obtain the significant effects observed for 

poor countries.  

 

An important conclusion can be derived from these studies. The quantity of children is not the only impor-

tant variable within parental control. When we consider the quality of children and the availability of savings oppor-

tunities as complementary choice variables, the effect of the reduction on fertility due to the provision of old-age so-

cial security is not clear (see Wildasin, 1990, page 420; Ehrlich and Lui, 1998, page 401).  

 

In the last few years research has contributed important new results to the literature on population and 

growth as endogenous variables. We take a look at some of the studies which are based on models where economic 

growth and population growth rates are endogenous and simultaneously determined as a result of distinct initial 

conditions or changes in the parameters of the model that yield economic growth. 

 

The work of Becker, Murphy and Tamura (1990) represents an important reference point, since they have 

been the first to offer an endogenous population and growth model based on explicit micro-foundations that provide 

an explanation for some of the features of the demographic transition. In their model, the time parents spent on in-

vesting in the human capital of their children, and the number of children, are choice variables. The rates of return 
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on investment, in both the quantity of children and their human capital, depend on both the level of human capital of 

the dynasty head and the chosen number of children. The per capita income growth and consumption are endogen-

ous variables that depend on human capital, which is considered to be the engine of economic growth. The optimal 

solution of the model presents three steady-state equilibria: a stable state, which is a low-level state, with a low level 

of human capital and zero growth, an intermediate but unstable state of development, and a stable state of perpetual 

growth with higher human capital. If the initial level of human capital is higher than a threshold level, which is 

linked to the unstable development equilibrium, then human capital investment becomes more worthwhile, the fertil-

ity rate is lower than other equilibria, and growth is persistent. If the initial level of human capital is lower than this 

threshold level, the economy moves towards a Malthusian regime characterized by high fertility, no investment in 

children’s human capital and no economic growth. Ehrlich and Lui (1991; 1998) develop a three period overlapping 

generations model where young parents decide on the number of children, the amount of human capital investment 

per child and the expected material compensation from their children in old-age. Although their maximizing prob-

lem is subject to the same law of motion of human capital presented in the work of Becker, Murphy and Tamura 

(1990), the existence of intergenerational trade allows for implicit contracts between parents and children. This con-

sideration eliminates the multiple equilibria of outcome and the problem of potential intergenerational externalities 

of the Becker, Murphy and Tamura model. The optimal solution is unique at any particular point in time. The mo-

tive for having children depends on the rate of return to parents which is a function of the life expectancy of children 

and parents, their time preference, the human capital technology and the optimal rate at which children compensate 

their parent’s investment in them. 
 

The latter two models share some key features. In both models the engine for growth is human capital and 

fertility behavior is a consequence of the relationship between quantity and quality of children. In a dynamic context 

there is a feedback effect between population and growth, which also depends on other factors that jointly determine 

the process of economic development. Although these dynamic relationships give us some insights into the associa-

tion between income, education and fertility across economies, there are some aspects of the demographic transition 

that are not considered. The role of mortality, which is an important part of the demographic transition is not expli-

citly modeled. This gap in research might be filled by more fully analyzing the implications of human capital and 

health investment on longevity and fertility pointed out by various authors and supported by various studies which 

have been carried out by the World Bank and the World Health Organization, and which we discuss in next section. 
 

3.0  The Mortality Rate, Health Spending And Economic Growth 
 

Human health and its relevance to population growth is one of the great themes of human history. Although 

demographic changes and trends with respect to health are closely linked, they are often considered separately. The 

relationship between health and population is a two-way process that yields feedback. Each can be a determinant as 

well as a consequence of the other. The way in which they influence each other may be a fundamental factor when 

deciding public policy and intervention. 
 

The world-wide situation today with respect to health is characterized by the huge differences in the mortal-

ity profiles of those who live in developed, developing or underdeveloped countries. In the most developed coun-

tries, there is an enhanced expectation of life at birth, an important component of which is improved survival in early 

life, particularly from birth to the first birth year. According to the World Bank Health Report (1993) and WHO 

(1993) there are four groups of factors which contribute decisively to high levels of life expectancy: rising incomes, 

health expenditure, improvements in medical technology, and shifts in social behavior and cultural factors such as 

education and in particular female education. 
 

Each of these groups of factors has influenced the decline in mortality rates and increased life expectancy 

in different countries to varying degrees. The role of preventive and curative policy depends on the level of devel-

opment of medical technology and the level of per capita health expenditure within the society. The contribution of 

any one specific factor to contemporary declines in mortality would be difficult to quantify, but these declines are 

certainly influenced by recent advances in medical technology and increases in health expenditure, whereas histori-

cally, declines in mortality were more as a result of economic factors such as education, nutrition and behavioral 

changes. 

According to the World Bank, differences in health spending are an important starting point in the search 
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for an explanation of the differences in health and mortality rates among countries. In 1990, total annual health 

spending ranged from less than $10 per person in several African and Asian countries to more than $2.700 in the 

United States. There was also considerable variation within regions. In Africa, Tanzania spent only $4 per capita on 

health in 1990, while Zimbabwe spent $42 per person. In Asia, Bangladesh spent $7 per person each year, as against 

$377 in Korea. Since the share of GNP devoted to health tends to rise with income, the difference between what rich 

and poor countries spend on health is even greater than their difference in income. As a consequence of this, life ex-

pectancy ranges from forty years or less in some countries in Sub-Saharan Africa to seventy-five or more in devel-

oped economies. In Sub-Saharan Africa half of all deaths occur below the age of 5. In the developed economies half 

occur after the age of 74. Child mortality rates exceed 200 per 1.000 in several African countries but are below 20 in 

the richest countries. The level of disease, in per capita terms, is five times higher in developing regions than in the 

healthiest regions. Falls in mortality and morbidity rates, which are linked to per capita health expenditure and their 

consequences for a healthier population and work force, are important in promoting economic productivity and fo-

menting economic development. In the long run the benefits of improved health are also likely to influence the way 

work is organized and carried out.  

 

Endogenous population growth literature also points out the important link between human capital and 

health economics theories and their consequences for fertility and longevity (Grossman, 1972; Ehrlich and Chuma, 

1990). Different authors focus on the relationship between population, growth and human capital, stressing the role 

of health by using different theoretical and empirical approaches. In studying the implications of health economics 

on economic growth Barro and Sala (1995, page 432) find that life expectancy should be considered as an important 

growth factor. They calculate that a 13 year increase in life expectancy would yield an increase in the annual growth 

rate by 1.4 percentage points.  

 

Jablonski, Rosemblum and Kunze (1988) obtain similar empirical conclusions for life expectancy. They 

study the relationship between life expectancy, productivity and health. Their results support the theoretical and em-

pirical findings of Currais and Rivera (1999a; 1999b) where health expenditure, used as a proxy of health status, in-

creases productivity through its effect on human capital accumulation. Estimates are made for the OCDE countries 

for the period 1960-90. They find that investment in health contributes in a significant way to explaining variations 

in output through human capital, even in those countries, which presumably have high levels of health. This result is 

justified fundamentally by the decrease in the depreciation rate of human capital and the reduction in morbidity 

which affects the mortality rate. 

 

There are several empirical studies that study the positive correlation between higher per capita health ex-

penditure and lower mortality rates (WHO, 1993; Kawachi et al., 1997). Beyond this relationship we find those 

works that analyze the positive impact of higher health spending on lower mortality rates and higher economic 

growth, which would be probably bounded in the most developed countries (World Bank, 1993; Fogel, 1997). Evi-

dence obtained by these authors was very important in promoting new research based on dynamic models, which in-

corporate trends in mortality, fertility, intergenerational transfers and economic growth. 

 

Recent works attempt to explain how developing economies have typically moved from a state of low per 

capita income, high mortality and high fertility to a regime of persistent growth in which first mortality, and then 

fertility are continuously declining while per capita income presents persistent growth. This phenomenon known as 

demographic transition is treated in the the following section. 

 

4.0  The Model 

 

This model is an extension to the fertility choice model of Becker and Barro (1988) and the continuous 

time approach proposed by Barro and Sala (1995). We consider an infinite horizon model were mortality depends on 

health expenditure and fertility is endogenously determined. Thus, each generation of family is linked altruistically 

and adults within each household take into account the welfare and resources of their actual and future descendants. 

The current generation maximizes utility and incorporates a budget constraint over an infinite horizon. We consider 

that altruistic parents provide transfers to their children, who also consider in turn their transfers to their children, 

and so on. 
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Time is continuos and there are a large number of firms in the market that act competitively. Each firm hire 

labor L and rent capital K in competitive factor markets and sell their products in a competitive goods market. Firms 

take the technological progress A as given and it grows at the rate x. They maximize their profits which are owned 

by households, thus households accrue profits.  

 

At each point in time firms employ the stocks of labor L and capital K paying for their marginal products 

and selling the produced output. Each firm produces a flow of output Y according to ),( ALKFY  . The produc-

tion function represents a labor-augmenting technological progress that occurs at the constant rate 0x . In the 

Cobb-Douglas case we obtain that 
kAy ˆˆ  , where 0< <1, where 

xtyey ˆ  and  
xtkek ˆ  represent per capita 

income and per capita capital in terms of effective labor, respectively. Capital depreciates at the constant rate  and 

firms pay the marginal product of factors     1k̂Ar  and 
xtekAw  ˆ)1(  . 

   

The economy has a large number of identical households that seek to maximize utility. Their preferences 

are described by the intertemporal utility function 

 

 dtgdncNeU t ))ˆ(ln(lnln

0

 


 
, (1) 

 

where  is the rate of time preference and represents parental altruism, that corresponds to  0. N is the size of a 

typical dynasty, n and d are the family’s fertility and mortality rates respectively, and c is the consumption of each 

member of the household. As exogenous growth rate of technological progress occurs at a constant rate x, so that 
xtgeg ˆ  is per capita health expenditure in terms of effective labor. Here, )ˆ(gd  is the family’s mortality rate that 

depends on per capita health expenditure in terms of effective labor.  

 

The use of the mortality rate as a function of health expenditure per efficiency unit of labor seeks to capture 

the effects highlighted by some empirical studies. Newhouse (1977) argue that the marginal unit of health care may 

contribute more to “caring” (or subjective components of health) than to “curing” (or physiological health). This re-

sult supports the conclusions of several studies using data on mortality and morbidity. According to Parkin et al 

(1987) it is equally plausible to assume that the marginal unit of medical care does produce an improvement in 

physiological health, but that the cost of this marginal unit is greater for higher income/higher expenditure countries. 

In this sense as cheaper diseases are eradicated by increased expenditure, more expensive diseases take their place.  

 

By assumption, we take the function )ˆ(gd  as a C
2
 function verifying that 0)ˆ( gd , 0)ˆ(  gd  and 

0)ˆ(  gd ,  0ˆ g . In other words the mortality rate decreases as ĝ  increases, but the greater the expenditure the 

less its decrease. Some other desirable features might be that d(0)>0. This means that with no health expenditure the 

mortality rate would be the “natural” mortality rate. Another desirable feature is that dgdlim
g




)ˆ(
ˆ

, with 

0 d d(0). This fact could be justified since health gains are effectively bounded. It signifies that under no circums-

tances the mortality rate falls below d . The size of the family changes continuously according to 

 

NgdnN ))ˆ((  . (2) 

 

The way that this model is developed means that one should interpret d as representing infant mortality, 

thus dn   is understood to be the number of surviving children. It is possible to interpret the analysis more general-

ly by thinking in terms of a broad concept of death since mortality rates at all ages are likely to depend on some ba-

sic common factors. Households are competitive, thus each of them takes as given the interest rate r and receives the 

same wage rate w per unit of labor services. Each adult supplies inelastically one unit of labor per unit of time. The 
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family`s assets k, considering the case of a close economy, earn the rate of return r.  

 

We can also introduce the same relationship, proposed by different authors, between the individual per ca-

pita quantity of capital k and the cost of child rearing . The cost of child rearing  would tend to increase with par-

ents income or with other measures of the opportunity costs of parental time. We use instead a simplified linear 

function of child rearing costs, as follows: 

 

bk , 

 

where bk represents the opportunity costs that increase with parental capital intensity. 

 

The total per capita income received by each household is the sum of wages and interest income. Thus, the 

family`s budget constraint can be expressed as 

gcbnkkgdnrwk  )]ˆ([ , (3) 

 

where w is the wage rate and r is the interest rate. 

 

The household optimization problem lies in maximizing (1), subject to (2) and (3). Solving the model by 

using optimal control, we obtain the following expressions: 

x
ckb

cb
gbdkA

c

c
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ˆ

ˆ 1




 


, (4.a) 
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, (4.b) 
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. (4.c) 

 

The stability of the equilibrium can be studied making a linear approximation to (4) around the steady state. We can 

eliminate k̂  and express (4) in terms of ĉ  and ĝ as  

 

x

b

cgdb

cgdb
gbdgdbA

c
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 . (5.b) 

 

Working with ĝ  instead of k̂  is not an inconvenient, since the relationship between ĝ  and k̂  is one-to-one. Now 

let us make some assumptions about the function )ˆ(gd , and the parameters of the model. Firstly, we assume that 

the mortality rate is related to health expenditure through a negative exponential function: 

 

}ˆexp{)ˆ( SgTMLgd  ,     0,, SML . (6) 
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In order for d to be a decreasing function, then T<0. This function verifies all the desirable features for the 

mortality rate pointed out in the assumptions of the model. The natural mortality rate (in the absence of health ex-

penditure) is L+M, and the threshold value of the mortality rate, which may not go below is L.  The parameter S is 

related to the rate of decreasing of the mortality rate. We consider the following benchmark taking into account the 

common parameters used in Barro and Sala (1995): 

 

L           M         T        S                A      b                                             x 

0.005    0.195      -1      0.5     0.75     1       1      0.02      0.2     0.2     0.05     0.02 

 

The stability of equilibrium can be ascertained determining the Jacobian matrix of ĉ  and ĝ  in the steady 

state as 

 

              













0.03762490.00421637

0.1166270.0176249
J   , 

 

whose eigenvalues are 1=0.0454243 and 2=-0.0254243, with associated eigenvectors respectively (0.879683,-

0.47556) and (-0.997771,-0.0667253). Hence, the model exhibits saddlepath stability.  

 

Examining the Jacobian matrix we see that the 0ˆ c  locus is negatively sloped and stable, since ĉ  de-

clines for ĉ  for a given ĝ . The 0ˆ g  locus is positively sloped around the steady state, but is unstable since ĝ  

rises for ĝ  for a given ĉ . As the model exhibits saddle path stability, there is only one stable trajectory. We calcu-

late the policy function )ˆ(ˆ gc for the stable arm by using the time elimination method of Mulligan and Sala (1993). 

The transitional path and the phase diagram are presented in figure I. The relationship between ĉ  and ĝ  along the 

locus 0ˆ g  is the solution to a quadratic equation which has two real positive roots for a range of reasonable para-

meters. The larger root always turns out to lie above the 0ˆ c . Thus, in figure I we only represent the smaller root 

of 0ˆ g . The figure shows that the transitional path is positively sloped. Hence, if the economy starts from a state 

of low initial per capita capital, one which is below its steady state value and where per capita health expenditure is 

low, capital and per capita health expenditure grow along the transition path towards the steady state.  

 

 Figure II shows that the fertility rate exhibits a monotonic behavior. It decreases towards its stationary val-

ue as the economy develops. The fertility and mortality rates are correlated in a significant and negative way with 

the per capita income. As the economy develops, the fertility and the mortality rates fall and are accompanied by an 

increase in per capita income. This behavior characterizes the so-called “modern growth regime” that the economy 

undergoes after the demographic transition [see Rostow (1990) and Maddison (1995)]. Reduced mortality levels and 

a healthier population are major contributors to a rise in living standards, which is often regarded as a major factor in 

fertility decline. Figure III shows the evolution of the mortality rate: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure I - Phase diagram in ( ĉ , ĝ ) space 
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Figure II - Transitional behavior of the fertility rate 
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Figure III - The transitional behavior of the mortality rate 
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Table 1 presents the effect on the steady state values of the variables ĉ , ĝ , k̂ , d, n and r on changing in 

the designated parameter remaining all other in their baseline settings. 
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Changes in  and  lead to changes of n and d in the same direction. That is a result which was expected, 

since the higher the value for  or  , the greater the benefits in terms of utility with respect to the children. For in-

stance when  rises from its baseline value to 0.3 , the mortality rate increases from 0.0089 to 0.009285 and the fer-

tility rate thus changes from 0.0155 to 0.0173. The variation in the fertility rate is greater than the variation in the 

mortality rate reflecting the effect of the rising in c/k from 0.0497 to 0.0502. Hence, the net rate of population 

growth also rises from 0.00662 to 0.00807. 

 

 
Table 1: Effects of parameter variations 

 

Parameter *̂c  *ĝ  *̂k  
d* n* R* 

Baseline 99.4829 15.2848 2000.01 0.0089095 0.0155303 0.0621511 

 = 0.3 89.6172 14.5752 1781.68 0.0092855 0.0173624 0.0654393 

 = 0.1 106.942 15.7882 2166.74 0.0086676 0.014298 0.0599284 

 = 0.3 76.6883 13.5553 1499.73 0.0099098 0.0202148 0.0705197 

 = 0.1 128.379 17.1058 2653.21 0.0081176 0.0113091 0.0545005 

b = 2 82.36 18.8953 1721.72 0.0075247 0.0113187 0.0664315 

b = 0.5 105.472 11.4461 2044.84 0.011618 0.0220995 0.0615312 

T = -0.5 65.5381 28.4455 1574.61 0.0185486 0.0238046 0.0690606 

T = -1.5 108.618 9.37413 2067.29 0.0069747 0.0141009 0.0612271 

L = 0.008 88.647 14.5025 1760.36 0.0123266 0.019057 0.0657874 

L = 0.003 107.6 15.8314 2181.52 0.0066478 0.0131947 0.0597417 

M = 0.25 98.2051 16.9025 2007.08 0.0090967 0.0155744 0.0620521 

M = 0.15 100.777 13.6849 1993.64 0.0087111 0.0154758 0.0622404 

 

 

We note a similar pattern when  increases to 0.3, although this effect is stronger than that provoked by  

on n and d. For example n rises to 0.0202 and d rises to 0.0099 which gives a net rate of population growth of 

0.0103. A variation in b yields a change in the fertility rate in the opposite direction reflecting the importance of the 

child rearing cost. For example, as b rises from 0.5 to 2 the fertility rate declines from 0.022 to 0.0113. Furthermore, 

the mortality rate declines from 0.01161 to 0.00752 due to an increase in health expenditure. Since health expendi-

ture is aimed at both children and adults, the higher the opportunity costs of child rearing are, the higher the value of 

their health. The rate for population growth decreases and changes from 0.0104 to 0.0037 as a result that b has a 

stronger effect on the fertility rate than its effect on the mortality rate.  

 

With respect to variations in the parameters that enter in the functional form of d we can argue that changes 

in the natural mortality rate (L +M), when the threshold value of L is held constant, from its baseline value of 0.2 to 

0.155 and 0.255, yield slight variations in the mortality and the fertility rates, although it is almost unnoticeable. As 

we might expect changes in L lead to similar changes in d and n.  

 

The steady state values of the mortality and fertility rates are quite sensitive to variations in the parameter T 

which mainly affect the concavity of the mortality rate function. Changing the parameter T from -0.5 to -1.5 yields a 

decrease in the mortality rate from 0.0185 to 0.0069 and a fall in the fertility rate from 0.0141 to 0.0238. The greater 

the absolute value of T the more effective is health expenditure on mortality rate. When T is -1.5 health expenditure 

is 9.37 and the mortality rate is 0.0069 and when T is -0.5 health expenditure is 28.44 and the mortality rate is 

0.0185. For variations in the parameter T, the value of per capita capital remains roughly in the same extent.  

 

Variations in the parameters that affect the utility function, when holding the remainder parameters con-

stant, which lead to greater per capita health expenditure also lead to greater per capita capital. From table 1, lesser 

mortality rate and greater per capita capital imply a lower fertility rate. These results support those obtained by Kirk 

(1996). Parents switch from quantity to quality of children in response to a rise in the rate of human return. Reduced 

mortality and a healthier population are major contributors to a rise in living standards, which is often regarded as a 

major factor in fertility decline.  
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Increasing values of , , b, L or T yield increasing values for the steady state interest rate. In any case, the 

interest rate do not vary so much when parameters change and the fluctuation ranges from 0.054 to 0.070.  

 

5.0  Conclusions 

 

In this paper we present a model in which the fertility rate and the mortality rate are endogenously deter-

mined and in which individual choice with respect to health expenditure is introduced. The result reveals a direct re-

lationship between per capita health expenditure and per capita capital. During the transition path both variables 

evolve in the same direction. If the economy starts from a lower capital per capita point than its steady state value, 

per capita health expenditure and capital per capita rise jointly towards their steady state values, thus the mortality 

rate declines monotonically until it reaches its stationary value. This movement is consistent with observable evi-

dence of increases in health expenditure and decreases in the mortality rate and in the fertility rate over time. 

 

Per capita health expenditure and per capita income in the steady state are directly related: The greater the 

health expenditure the greater the income in the steady state. We also observe that a lower mortality rate and higher 

per capita capital implies a lower fertility rate. The fertility and mortality rates are correlated in a significant and 

negative way with the per capita income. As the economy develops, the fertility and the mortality rates fall and are 

accompanied by an increase in per capita income. These results are in accordance with the assertion that reduced 

mortality and healthier population are important contributors to higher living standards and increases on productivi-

ty, which are often regarded as a major factor in fertility decline.   
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